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           by: pq myers 

Rode the bull at Buckaroo I got tossed and lost a shoe 

landed hard, hurt my pride but now I’m ready for another ride 

 

life is short, take back roads just to see where they may go 

spend a week or maybe two and ride the bull at Buckaroo 

if you’ve got cowboy dreams waiting to come true 

find yourself some quarters and rid the bull at the Buckaroo 

 

nothing wrong with a Motel 6 wakin’ up to gravy and grits 

get yourself some barbeque and ride the bull at Buckaroo 

 

Friday night me and Fred be headin’ up to see Ida Red’ 

On the way we’ll have a few and ride the bull at Buckaroo 

 

if you’ve got cowboy dreams waiting to come true 

find yourself some quarters and rid the bull at the Buckaroo 

 

Sally May’s grandpa died, left her his truck so we took a ride 

asked that girl what we’re gonna do she said “ride the bull at Buckaroo” 

 

if you’ve got cowgirl dreams waiting to come true 

find yourself some quarters and rid the bull at the Buckaroo 
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Maybe the second song I wrote for the CD.  Like Garden Path, Buckaroo is also a  

“no bridge” song and the performance tempos seem to always change.  At times I 

like to burn it and other times I kinda walk it through.  As a songwriter I think it’s 

a good thing to write a song that survives tempo changes.  It really means the song 

is adaptable to several genres.. in my dreams this is another tune I’d love to hear in 

a Texas Swing Band..  

…..in fact I may take a handful of songs down to Austin, TX and see if anyone will 

have a listen…  eee haa!   

…after all, there are so many things we can experience today virtually,  without 

ever getting up off our asses… it would be good to actually go somewhere and do 

something for real…  except for ridin’ a bull.  I think I would much rather spend a 

few quarters and get my ass kicked by the mechanical kind.      -pqm   

               

    
 

  A shot of me singing Buckaroo at The Bitter End.. 


